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Abstract
Property-based testing can play an important role in reducing
the cost of formal verification: It has been demonstrated to
be effective at detecting bugs and finding inconsistencies in
specifications, and thus can eliminate effort wasted on fruit-
less proof attempts. We argue that in addition, property-based
testing enables an incremental approach to a fully verified
system, by allowing replacement of automatically generated
tests of properties stated in the specification by formal proofs.
We demonstrate this approach on the verification of systems
code, discuss the implications on systems design, and outline
the integration of property-based testing into the COGENT
framework.
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1 Introduction
COGENT [2, 13, 30] is a restricted, purely functional language
aimed at reducing the cost of formally verifying systems code.
COGENT grew out of the experience of the verification of
the seL4 microkernel [23]. Specifically, we had observed that
many of the more low-level proofs in the chain connecting
the high-level specification with the C implementation are
time consuming and tedious, but not particularly involved,
and seemed good candidates for automation.
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Figure 1. An overview of COGENT

COGENT makes such automation possible by abstracting
over low-level issues, such as explicit memory management.
As Figure 1 shows, the COGENT compiler generates C code,
several embeddings of the COGENT semantics in the inter-
active theorem prover Isabelle [28], and proofs connecting
the two. Similar to Rust [32], COGENT is equipped with a
linear type system to allow destructive updates while retain-
ing the purely functional semantics. Because of the linear
type system, it is impossible to implement data structures in
COGENT which rely even temporarily on sharing. These have
to be implemented in C, verified separately, and imported as
abstract data types (ADTs) with an interface that observes the
linear type constraints.

While the compiler-generated automatic proof reduces the
gap between the high-level specification and the C imple-
mentation, the remaining gap — manually connecting the
COGENT semantics to the high-level specification, as well as
the verification of the manually-written C components — still
requires significant time and effort from developers.

Property-based testing is a promising technique for reduc-
ing this cost. Similar to formal verification, property-based
testing uses a specification of the desired properties of a unit
under test. From this specification it automatically generates
test cases to search for counter-examples. Hughes [21] and
Arts et al. [4] show that property-based testing is effective for
detecting bugs and finding inconsistencies in specifications.
In their work on secure information flow, Hriţcu et al. [20]
observe that property-based testing is especially valuable in
formal verification, as it can eliminate the wasted effort of
trying to prove a faulty or ill-specified system correct.
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In this paper, we posit that there are further reasons why
property-based testing is well suited to work in tandem with
formal verification: we argue that the costs and downsides of
using property-based testing apply to a much lesser degree in
the context of verification, and discuss how property-based
testing can be used to facilitate the verification process. We
present an approach to using property-based testing in the
context of systems code verification. Using a worked example,
we outline our work in progress implementing property-based
testing support for COGENT, and show how this fits into the
systems verification framework. Furthermore, we outline the
challenges we identified and our plans for future work.

2 Rationale
In a property-based testing framework, testers specify the
logical pre- and postconditions of functions, and the frame-
work generates random test data and runs each individual test
over and over with different inputs, searching for a counter-
example. Property-based testing is effective but not univer-
sally applicable — in practice it is usually hard to describe the
complete system in terms of logical properties. In the context
of formal verification, however, we will have to model the
complete behaviour of the system in logic in any case. By us-
ing the same set of properties for both testing and verification
purposes, it is possible to first check properties by extensive,
automated testing, and only attempt to prove them once we
are reasonably confident they actually hold.

We can also check whether the set of properties we es-
tablish is sufficient to connect the implementation to the
high-level specification, by using these properties as so-far
unproved (but validated by tests) candidate theorems. Hence,
combining the techniques enables a more incremental ap-
proach than the all-or-nothing we get with formal verification
alone. While non-exhaustive testing can never guarantee the
absence of errors, we can use property-based testing to es-
tablish confidence in the correctness of a program, and then
increase the level of confidence with each verified component.

It is useful to keep the same set of properties under property-
based testing even once formal verification is complete. When
the program inevitably evolves, the testing approach will more
quickly tell us which properties break and (optimistically)
which are likely to still hold. While the formal verification can
also be replayed, and will tell us which properties definitely
still hold, it will fail conservatively when the proof breaks
or changes, i.e. when the reason for a property to hold has
changed, not only when the property itself is no longer true.

Purely functional languages, like COGENT, are particularly
suitable for property-based testing as well as verification,
since the behaviour of a function only depends on the input
values, and not on any hidden state. Unfortunately, just the
fact that a system is written in a purely functional language
does not necessarily mean it can be validated using property-
based testing. It is still vital to design the system carefully.

For example, if a function only accesses a small portion of
the state, only those portions should be passed into the func-
tion. Otherwise, it is unlikely that running tests on randomly
generated test data achieves sufficient code coverage, as many
of the variations made to the input may have no effect on the
behaviour of the function.

In practice, this means that to obtain a system that is suit-
able for property-based testing, special considerations are
needed in the design; in general, a naive translation of C code
into COGENT will be too dependent on (mostly incidental)
global state. While this seems to be a high price to pay, a
verification-friendly design also requires us to carefully mod-
ularise and compartmentalise the state accessible from each
part of the system [1, 3], so in fact, these design restrictions
impose no additional burden in the context of COGENT.

Claessen and Hughes [11] introduced property-based test-
ing with QuickCheck, a combinator library for the functional
language Haskell. By now, frameworks which implement at
least some part of the QuickCheck functionality are available
for most general-purpose programming languages. Instead of
implementing a new framework for COGENT, we are provid-
ing an interface to use the Haskell QuickCheck library, as this
is currently the most mature and fully-featured implementa-
tion of property-based testing, and it integrates well with the
COGENT compiler.

In the remainder of the paper, we first introduce our ap-
proach to both testing and verifying file systems using refine-
ment (Section 3.1), illustrate how our QuickCheck architec-
ture enables the incremental development of fully verified
systems code (Section 3.2), and show an example of applying
our framework to a COGENT ADT library (Section 3.3). After
that, we discuss a number of major issues that we encountered
during development and our proposed solutions (Section 4).
Finally, we briefly summarise related work (Section 5) and
conclude.

3 QuickChecking COGENT
Existing verification work in COGENT, such as the verifica-
tion of the file system BilbyFs [2], expresses the functional
correctness of the system as a refinement statement from
an abstract correctness specification. Our framework, there-
fore, allows such refinement statements to be expressed as
QuickCheck properties. We start with a brief introduction to
the notion of refinement.

3.1 Using refinement for testing and verification
As mentioned in Section 2, COGENT’s purely functional se-
mantics provides a simple formal model of a program’s be-
haviour. Specifically, it enables reasoning about programs
using equational principles. Fortunately, the property lan-
guages used in most property-based testing libraries have
a similarly equational semantics. The remaining challenge
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then is to express our notion of what constitutes a correct pro-
gram with formulae that can be either proved using equational
reasoning or validated by property-based testing.

As stated above, functional correctness as used for CO-
GENT programs uses a refinement statement from an abstract
specification. It is abstract in the sense that all details not
relevant to program correctness are omitted (for example,
no attention is paid to performance or computability in the
abstract specification).

In an imperative setting, a simple model for both the ab-
stract specification and the concrete implementation would be
relations on states, describing every possible behaviour of the
program as the manipulation of some global state. A program
C is a refinement of a program A if every possible behaviour
in the model ofC is observable in that of A, that is JCK ✓ JAK.
This means that if we prove a property about every execution
for our abstract specification, we know that the property holds
for all executions of our concrete implementation.

An abstract specification typically has a different, smaller
state space than its concrete implementation, so the simple
subset relationship does not quite capture what we require of
refinement; we need a notion of correspondence of states. We
get this from some additional machinery from the world of
data refinement. We introduce a refinement relation R that re-
lates abstract and concrete states, and show that each step our
program takes preserves this relation; the relation represents
the desired correspondence. We must show that our abstract
program behaves analogously to the concrete program given
corresponding initial states. That is, if R relates our initial
abstract and concrete states, then every final state of a con-
crete operation conc will be related by R to a final state of a
corresponding abstract operation abs:

R; JconcK ✓ JabsK;R

� �

• •

abs

R

conc

R✓

where “;” is forward composition of relations. A theorem like
this for each operation in our program forms the bulk of a
forward simulation proof of data refinement [15].

In COGENT, however, there is no global state. COGENT is
a purely functional, deterministic, total language, and mod-
els all functions as plain mathematical functions. In such a
scenario, the only state involved consists of the inputs and
outputs to the function, simplifying the refinement statement.
Given an abstract function abs :: Xa ! Ya , and a concrete
COGENT function conc :: Xc ! Yc , then, assuming the exis-
tence of refinement relations RX and RY , we can express the
statement that conc refines abs as:

RX ia ic =) RY (abs ia ) (conc ic )

This, however, places unnecessary constraints on our abstract
specification. While COGENT is deterministic and total, our
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Figure 2. Overview of the QuickCheck framework

abstract specification need not be. In fact, it is often desirable
to allow non-determinism to reduce the complexity of the ab-
stract specification. We model non-determinism by allowing
abstract functions to return a set of possible results. Then, our
refinement statement merely requires that the single concrete
result correspond to one of the possible abstract results:

RX ia ic =) 9oa 2 abs ia . RY oa (conc ic )

Defining the notation

corres R a c

def
= 9o 2 a. R o c

allows us to clean up this form of refinement statement:

RX ia ic =) corres RY (abs ia ) (conc ic )

The theorems that capture correctness for COGENT systems
typically have this corres format. Our goal, then, is to encode
these properties in Haskell as machine-testable properties.

3.2 The QuickCheck architecture for COGENT

Our COGENT QuickCheck framework (Figure 2) extends the
existing COGENT compiler with additional code generation
features, allowing a Haskell embedding of the COGENT code
to be generated, as well as the refinement properties them-
selves. These refinement properties require the user to supply
Haskell definitions for all refinement relations, as well as an
abstract specification.

As previously mentioned, COGENT’s design requires that
some components (mostly ADT implementations that are
common to multiple file system implementations) are not im-
plemented in COGENT, but in C, and accessed via COGENT’s
foreign function interface (FFI). In the Haskell embedding,
the programmer either interfaces the same implementations
via Haskell’s C FFI, or implements these ADTs in Haskell.
Currently, this is done manually, but the compiler could gen-
erate the bindings to the C calls; this is left for future work.

These ADTs, which are not implemented in COGENT, have
to be verified separately at some point to obtain a fully verified
system. In the mean time, QuickChecking these components
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can provide us with a higher degree of confidence of their
correctness, as we shall see in Section 3.3.

Once the tester has supplied our framework with the neces-
sary definitions, they can use QuickCheck to test whether the
generated Haskell embedding is a refinement of the Haskell
specification. To facilitate the testing process, and possibly
reflect the structure of the proofs, the tester can also provide
multiple, increasingly abstract specifications. Our framework
can generate Isabelle versions of these Haskell specifications
which can then be used for manual proof. This ensures that
the two specifications can remain in sync, allowing the user to
move between proving and testing as needed. Lastly, the proof
engineer must prove that the most abstract Haskell specifica-
tion is a refinement of the top-level correctness specification
in Isabelle. Typically, this proof is straightforward as there is
very little difference between the two.

The top-level Isabelle specification is written in higher-
order logic, and is not executable. It is highly non-
deterministic, in order to model behaviours of the system
which are dependent on inputs out of our control. For exam-
ple, the system memory allocator can non-deterministically
fail when it runs out of memory, and disk device drivers can
non-deterministically fail in a variety of ways, such as when
the disk is full or an I/O failure occurs.

In the Haskell specification, we must also model this non-
determinism, however the Haskell specification is more con-
strained than that of Isabelle: it must be executable. In general,
simulating a non-deterministic model can be exponential in
time and space, compared to a deterministic version.

We address this by modelling only a minimal amount of
non-determinism in our Haskell specification, using a similar
non-deterministic set monad as in our Isabelle specification.
By keeping the amount of non-determinism low, we reduce
the cost of modelling all possible results to manageable levels.

Finally, in addition to the specifications and properties,
the generation of test data is also an important ingredient
in a property-based testing framework. While the COGENT
compiler will automatically provide test data generators for
all COGENT types used in the program, the user must provide
their own generators for any abstract data types used in the
Haskell embedding or specification.

3.3 Example: testing refinement of an ADT library
To test a property with QuickCheck, we can encode it as
a Boolean function.1 When we pass the property to the
quickCheck function provided by the QuickCheck library,
it will apply the Boolean function to a number of randomly
generated input data. If it evaluates to False for any test case,
QuickCheck has found a counter-example. It will then try to
shrink the test case to find the simplest counter-example and
report that to the user. If it cannot find a counter-example, it
will report that the tests have run successfully.

1It does not have to be a Boolean function — QuickCheck is more flexible.

In our case, we want to test for each function whether it
observes the correspondence theorem from Section 3.1. Let
us take an ADT function ba_create — which allocates and
initialises a byte array BA of a given length — as an example
and showcase the development process. 2

type St
type BA
type R a b = <Success a | Error b>

ba_create : (St , U32) -> R (St , BA) St

In the above COGENT code, type St, BA and function
ba_create are all abstract; their definitions are written in C.
St models the global system state, which is threaded through
the ba_create function because it allocates memory and
thus changes the global state. ba_create returns a tagged
union type R (St, BA) St, which is either a new system
state paired with the newly created byte array, or in the error
case, a new system state alone.

A Haskell embedding of the code above is generated by
the COGENT compiler. This embedding serves as the non-
deterministic specification, which is refined by the C imple-
mentation:
type St = ???
type BA = ???
data R a b = Success a | Error b

hs_ba_create :: (St , U32) -> ND (R (St , BA) St)
hs_ba_create = ???

The tester needs to fill in the definitions for the abstract
datatypes and functions, denoted by “???” in the Haskell
template:
type St = ()
type BA = [Byte]

hs_ba_create :: (St , U32) -> ND (R (St , BA) St)
hs_ba_create (() ,len) =

( return $ Success (() , replicate len 0))
�alternative � ( return $ Error ())

The type constructor ND is the non-determinism monad
which contains all the possible results of a computation. The
monadic return operator lifts a result to a singleton set;
alternative simply takes the union of its both operands.
In this case, the result is a two-element set {Success ((),
replicate len 0) , Error ()}. This non-determinism is
present because the state of the external world has been ab-
stracted to a single unit type in our Haskell embedding.

In order to call the COGENT compiled C code from Haskell,
we make use of Haskell’s FFI facilities:
foreign import ccall unsafe " ba_create "

c_ba_create � :: Ptr Ct4 -> IO (Ptr Ct5)

c_ba_create :: Ct4 -> IO Ct5

2This example is adapted from our word array library for presentation.
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c_ba_create a = peek =<< c_ba_create � =<< new a

The foreign import ccall declaration expresses that the
Haskell function c_ba_create’ is the interface to C func-
tion ba_create. Ct4 and Ct5 are the Haskell representa-
tions of the compiler-generated C types; their definitions can
be generated using FFI tools like hsc2hs [18] or c2hs [9].
c_ba_create is merely a wrapper to hide the pointers.

To compare the behaviour of c_ba_create and
hs_ba_create, we need a Haskell definition of the refine-
ment relations for both the inputs and the outputs of these
two functions. In future, we hope to generate these automat-
ically with the aid of a separate domain-specific language.
Depending on the property under test, it can be convenient to
represent one or more of these refinement relations as an ab-
straction function, which rather than merely relating two data
types, actually converts the concrete data type into its abstract
equivalent. In our example, we define an abstraction function
for the inputs, and a refinement relation for the outputs (the
definitions are omitted for presentation):

abs_ba_create_arg :: Ct4 -> (St , U32)
rel_ba_create_ret :: R (St , BA) St -> Ct5

-> IO Bool

In general, if a Haskell representation of a C type consists
of pointers, it must be wrapped in an IO monad when we
want to manipulate these pointers. That is why function
rel_create_ret returns an IO Bool, as Ct5 happens to
include pointers, whereas Ct4 does not.

Now, as a final step, we have to relate the two implemen-
tations, hs_ba_create and c_ba_create via a function
which models the correspondence property from Section 3.1.

prop_ba_create_corres = monadicIO $
forAllM gen_Ct4 $ \ic -> run $ do

oc <- c_ba_create =<< ic
oa <- return $ hs_ba_create

( abs_ba_create_arg ic)
corresM rel_ba_create_ret oa oc

Slightly simplified, this function can be read as: for any type
correct concrete input ic (generated by test data generator
gen_Ct4) and its abstraction, check that the results of ap-
plying the concrete function c_ba_create and the abstract
function hs_ba_create respectively are related via the re-
finement relation rel_ba_create_ret. The corresM func-
tion is a slight generalisation of our corres notation to allow
the refinement relation to be defined inside the IO monad, as
the C function is called via the FFI and is thus impure:

corresM :: (a -> c -> IO Bool ) -> ND a -> c
-> IO Bool

corresM rrel ma c = anyM (�rrel � c) $ toList ma

Running the tests by passing prop_ba_create_corres to
the quickCheck function, we get
*ByteArray> quickCheck prop_ba_create_corres
+++ OK, passed 100 tests.

4 Discussion
At the time of writing, we have applied our prototype frame-
work to series of small examples, some of which are derived
from the BilbyFs project [1], such as a subset of the word
array ADT library and some simple file system operations.

Testing ADT code is different from testing plain COGENT
code, as they have different abstraction levels and different re-
finement steps. For ADTs, as COGENT does not automatically
prove any refinement steps, the refinement under test needs
to extend all the way from the C semantics to the abstract
specification, while for non-ADTs, the Haskell embedding of
COGENT is the lowest level of abstraction that is necessary
to test. The examples we drew from a real file system, while
simple, involve a wide range of datatypes, some of which are
from the Linux kernel. Testing these examples has given us
an idea of how much boilerplate code is required and which
components of the testing infrastructure can be automatically
generated. Since real file systems code inevitably accesses
a wide range of ADTs and wrapper code from the kernel, it
also tests the ability to integrate these different units together.

4.1 Modular testing
Our QuickCheck machinery does not require the user to test
the entire system as a whole. Instead, the user may test re-
finement for each function or for a cluster of functions at a
time. Typically, the ADTs implemented in C are a common
module, shared across many systems. Accordingly, our frame-
work allows for developers to test their ADTs in isolation,
without regard to their greater context within the overall sys-
tem. This modularity is aided by COGENT’s purely functional
semantics.

Once the ADT libraries have been implemented in C, tested
with our framework, and even verified with Isabelle, they can
then be linked with the rest of the COGENT system, including
with our testing framework. Alternatively, they may choose to
replace these C implementations with native Haskell ones for
the purposes of testing the main COGENT code. Our frame-
work supports both approaches.

4.2 Enforcing COGENT’s contract
ADTs that are used from within COGENT are free to make
use of destructive update, however the linear type system that
prevents these mutations from being distinguished from pure
functions is no longer present in the Haskell embedding. This
means that extra care must be taken to use these functions
in a linear way, even in the Haskell abstract specifications.
A possible future version of our framework could use GHC
Haskell’s new linear types extension [5] to prevent mistakes
of this kind from being made.

4.3 Improving the test data generation
QuickCheck comes with a set of predefined random test data
generators for a wide range of built-in Haskell types. It even
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comes with the ability to derive new data generators for user-
defined datatypes [26]. One feature that would be desirable
is to guide test data generation using domain knowledge.
Ideally, generators should produce test data that satisfies the
preconditions of the tested unit. This means that time is not
wasted testing spurious or invalid inputs. For example, when
we test array initialisation functions, the size of allocated
memory is represented as a 32-bit integer, but testing the
full range of inputs would be impractically slow, as massive
data structures would be repeatedly allocated, copied, and
marshalled between the Haskell and C heaps.

COGENT also supports higher-order functions, and our test
framework supports generating functions, however in a very
different way than the basic QuickCheck library. QuickCheck
will generate essentially an arbitrary mapping from the func-
tion’s domain to its codomain, whereas our framework is able
to exploit a quirk in the way that COGENT compiles first-
class functions. Rather than represent a function value as a
function pointer, we keep track of all possible functions of a
given type, and assign them a particular index. The function
value is therefore just represented as single machine word
containing that index. This representation is chosen because
it interoperates more cleanly with our existing C verification
infrastructure. Happily, this means we can simply generate a
random index and choose from all of the available functions
of the required type. This makes our testing more intelligent,
as the only functions provided as arguments to higher-order
functions are those that actually exist in the program, however
it does mean that such higher-order functions cannot be tested
in complete isolation from the rest of the system.

4.4 Testing kernel modules
A file system is typically compiled as a kernel module and
run in kernel mode, but our test framework runs in user mode.
This discrepancy means that, for our prototype, we have
ported our file systems code to run in user mode. This is
a fairly common practice anyway in systems programming,
with libraries such as FUSE [16] facilitating the user-space
execution of kernel modules. A possible alternative is to use
a system such as House [19] or HaLVM [22] to run Haskell
in kernel mode, allowing us to make our testing environment
resemble the real run-time environment of the software more
closely.

4.5 Future work
The COGENT QuickCheck framework is very much work in
progress: the tester still has to write a significant amount of
code which could be generated by the compiler. This includes
Haskell datatypes and functions for the FFI to C, as well as
boilerplate code for corres instances, refinement relations and
abstraction functions. Generating refinement relations and
abstraction functions requires domain knowledge, and there-
fore would require some sort of domain-specific language to
instruct the generator on how to abstract the types.

Chen [10] proposes an alternative to integrating Haskell
into our COGENT framework: a high-level language extension
to COGENT could meet our needs without having to build
many of the aforementioned auxiliaries. With such a language,
COGENT users would have a more pleasant experience, and
they would no longer need to learn any new language other
than the extended COGENT.

We also intend to improve the data generator and shrinking
algorithm in the QuickCheck framework, which will pave
the way for us to do a more complete case study on the file
systems that we developed. We see some links between the
properties specified in property-based testing and in Isabelle.
Whether one can be generated from the other, and whether the
testing (more precisely, counter-examples) can guide the theo-
rem prover to automate the manual proofs, are open research
questions.

5 Related Work
External property-based testing libraries have been connected
to many proof assistants, including Isabelle/HOL, as a way to
generate quick counter-examples for proposed lemmas [7, 17].
In principle, this would provide an alternative implementation
to our design: one could generate the Isabelle/HOL seman-
tics of the COGENT program and run Isabelle Quickcheck on
the formalisation instead of the COGENT program itself. The
main difference is performance and implementation effort.
Our approach takes advantage of the more mature Haskell
environment for QuickCheck as well as the existing com-
piler infrastructure for COGENT that is written in Haskell to
achieve better performance, which translates into a higher
number of test cases, potentially with hardware in the loop.
For using Isabelle QuickCheck directly, one would have to
replicate the test harness and test case generators in ML for
no immediate benefit in this context.

Some property-based testing frameworks are formally ver-
ified and implemented in proof assistants [29, 31]. These
frameworks shed light on how to verify that a property-based
testing library actually tests the desired properties.

QuickCheck has been used for testing of a variety of high-
level properties, such as information flow control [14, 20],
mutual exclusion [12], and functional correctness of AU-
TOSAR components [4, 27]. As far as we know, ours is the
first framework to use property-based testing for refinement-
based functional correctness statements.

There is a wide range of work on generating test data more
intelligently [6, 8, 24], as well as approaches to test data
shrinking that preserve invariants about the generated data
[25, 33]. These approaches are highly complementary to our
framework. Our refinement framework should provide a good
testing ground to evaluate these techniques.
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